
MODULE ONE - iDesconéctate! 
Theme: Local area, holiday and travel (2)

TITLE CONTENT GRAMMAR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Punto de partida 1 Activities you can do on holiday (free time)
Weather with cuando

Present time phrases, cuando, 
present tense (-er/-ir/-ar verbs)

Grammar book pages 36-37

¿Cómo prefieres 
pasar las 
vacaciones?

Different activities for holidays
Opinion phrases 
Questions in the present

Conjunctions, using irregular present 
tense, verbs of opinion.

Dice speaking using the vocab from the 
lesson. 

¿Adónde fuiste? Describing a past holiday
Questions in the past

Preterite tense (-ar, -er, -ir verbs), 
past time phrases

Writing about a past holiday using 
conjunctions, opinions and phrases

iDestino 
Barcelona!

Describing a good or bad trip
Understanding a text

Imperfect tense, describing in the 
past with opinion.

Translation with 3 tenses - present, 
preterite, imperfect - English into Spanish.

Quisiera 
reservar...

Reserving a room in a hotel
Describing and dealing with problems

Formal verbs with usted, big numbers Speaking role play with the teacher

Mis vacaciones 
desastrosas

Problems on holiday
Positive and negative opinions

Using 4 tenses (PRE, PR, IMP, FUT)
Describing a photo

Speaking in pairs on the topic of holidays

End of topic test Revision of all content Revision of all grammar End of module writing (disaster holiday)
End of module reading (assessment pack)



MODULE TWO - Mi vida en el insti
Theme: School (3)

TITLE CONTENT GRAMMAR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Punto de partida 1 Revision of school subjects and giving 
opinion (me aburre), extended opinions

Comparative and superlative
Speaking and writing with structures

Translation of sentences using structures 
and grammar - English into Spanish.

Punto de partida 2 Revision of school uniform, pros and cons 
of uniform and timetable

Time, time phrases (in the morning 
etc), extended phrases.

Photo description with the teacher of 
pupils wearing uniform

iMi nuevo insti!
Saying what there is and isn’t with 
negatives, distinguishing between tenses

Present vs imperfect
Negatives

Written piece, describing the school, 
uniform, subjects and opinions.

iEstá prohibido! School rules
Exclamations

(no) se debe + INF, está prohibido 
+INF, no se permite +INF, es 
obligatorio +INF

Listening test from pages in the textbook

iDestino Zaragoza! Plans for a school exchange Near future tense Asking and answering questions in the 
future tense.

Mis clubs y mis 
éxitos

Talking about extra curricular and 
celebrating success at school

Desde hace + present tense
Direct object pronouns

Translation about extra curricular from 
Spanish into English. 

End of topic test Revision of all content Revision of all grammar End of module reading (assessment pack)
End of module listening (assessment pack)



MODULE THREE - Mi gente
Theme: Identity and culture (1)

TITLE CONTENT GRAMMAR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Punto de partida 
1&2

Family members and social activities
Describing people - physical and personal

Possessive adjectives
Poder and querer
Adjective agreement

Comprehension on family with questions in 
Spanish.

Mis aplicaciones 
favoritas

Talking about what we do with social 
networks and their pros and cons

Para + INF Listening activities from the book

¿Qué estás 
haciendo?

Making arrangements with friends Present continuous Preparing and performing a dialogue which 
they record in pairs.

Leer es un placer Types of reading material
How often and why we read
Pros and cons of reading

More time phrases Translation Spanish into English. 

Retratos y 
relaciones

Family relationships (extended)
What makes a good friend?

Reflexive verbs in full
Ser vs Estar

Photo description with questions done with 
the teacher

End of topic test Revision of all content Revision of all grammar End of module writing
End of module reading



MODULE FOUR - Intereses e influencias
Theme: Identity and culture (1)

TITLE CONTENT GRAMMAR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Punto de partida 1 Free time activities in 4 tenses Stem changing verbs and revision of 
tenses. 

Conversation questions with the teacher (3 
mins each)

Punto de partida 2 TV programmes and film with opinions.
Describing the nationalities of the actors

Adjective agreement Listening activities on TV and film

¿Qué sueles 
hacer?

Talking about what you usually do Suelo + INF Reading comprehension, figuring out 
unknown words. 

iFanático del 
deporte!

Talking about sports with the imperfect 
tense

Imperfect tense recap Written piece about hobbies and what they 
used to do.

#Temas del 
momento

Talking about what’s trending and 
activities you have done.

Perfect tense Listening for tenses - Do now, used to, did 
and have done.

En directo Discussing different types of 
entertainment and making plans.

Algunos/otros/muchos/demasiados
Tener gamas de + INF

Role play with teacher

Modelos a seguir Talking about who inspires you Recap perfect tense
Extended sentences

Translation grid with all tenses then one on 
their own based on the grid.

End of topic test Revision of all content Revision of all grammar End of module reading
End of module speaking (photocard)



MODULE FIVE - Ciudades
Theme: Local area, holiday and travel (2)

TITLE CONTENT GRAMMAR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Punto de partida 1 Describing where you live and what there 
is and isn’t in your town and directions

Some, lots of, too many of Listening activities about town and 
directions

Punto de partida 2 Types of shops and what you can buy 
there and opening/closing times.

Para comprar…
Time and cost with numbers

Paired spoken work with questions and 
answers.

¿Cómo es tu zona?
Weather and describing a region as to 
what you can/can’t do there. 

Se puede/en + INF Written sentences to describe different 
regions - creative with opinions.

¿Qué harás mañana? Talking about plans for tomorrow. Real future tense
Si clauses with the future tense

Speaking activity which is recorded with 
pictures and activities and use future tense.

De compras Talking about what we’ve bought, 
opinion of it and any problems with it.

Demonstrative adjectives (this/these) Role play with teacher

Los pros y los 
contras de la ciudad

Pros and cons of cities in Spanish 
speaking countries.

Tan+ADJ/Tanto+NOUN
Lo mejor/lo peor...

Reading comprehension with some 
imperfect to test them.

iDestino Arequipa! Describing a visit in the past using all of 
the vocabulary taught.

Using 3 tenses together
Extending sentences

Written piece about a trip to Arequipa and 
what they did, describing the region etc.

End of topic test Revision of all content Revision of all grammar End of module reading
End of module listening 



MODULE SIX - De costumbre
Theme: Identity and culture (1)

TITLE CONTENT GRAMMAR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Punto de partida 1 Talking about mealtimes
Daily routine

Time
Reflexive verbs

Reading comprehension on daily routine.

Punto de partida 2 Illnesses and injuries
At the pharmacy

Tener dolor de + NOUN Translation grid

Dietas del mundo
Different foods from around the world 
and quantities

Me gusta/me gustaría
Quantity expressions

Listening activities

iDe fiesta!
Festivals from Spanish speaking 
countries

Present tense in third person plural 
practice and opinions.

Describe a photograph of a festival

Un día especial
Talking about special events throughout 
the year

Recap and practise preterite tense. Written piece about a special event and 
what they did.

iA comer!
Ordering food in a restaurant Adjectives with ísmo

Using ESTAR for temporary states
Role play with the teacher

El festival de 
música

Talking about a music festival and what 
you do there.

Before doing -  “antes de + INF”
After doing - “después de + INF”
To have just done - “acabar de + INF”

Translation grid

End of topic test Revision of all content Revision of all grammar End of module reading
End of module writing



MODULE SEVEN - iA currar!
Theme: Future aspirations, study and work (4)

TITLE CONTENT GRAMMAR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Punto de partida 1 Types of jobs and opinions Masculine and feminine versions of 
the same job

Listening activities.

¿Qué haces para 
ganar dinero?

What you have to do to earn money
Words that have 2 meanings

Verbs that need the infinitive “suelo, 
tener que, se debe”

Reading comprehension

Mis prácticas 
laborales

Talking about work experience Preterite and imperfect tense 
together and extended opinions.

Written piece on work experience, school 
and future job

¿Por qué aprender 
idiomas?

Why you should study languages and 
reasons for that

The...thing - “lo + adj”
Desde hace recap
24hr clock

Conversation questions

Solicitando un 
trabajo

Applying for a summer job and writing a 
letter

Recap the perfect tense Writing a formal letter

El futuro
Plans for the future, not necessarily to do 
with work

Si clauses with the conditional tense Translation Spanish to English and English 
to Spanish.

End of topic test Revision of all content Revision of all grammar End of module reading
End of module speaking



MODULE EIGHT - Hacia un mundo mejor
Theme: International and global dimension (5)

TITLE CONTENT GRAMMAR FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT

Punto de partida 1 Types of houses, rooms and the 
environment

Estar to describe temporary states
Extended environment reasons

Listening activities

Punto de partida 2 Healthy eating and diet related problems Keeping talking for an extended time Conversation questions

iPiensa 
globalmente!

Considering global issues Superlative
High numbers

Translation grid and then a translation on 
their own

iActúa localmente!
What you do in your local environment to 
improve it.

Se debería + INF - SHOULD Written piece on local action and what 
people should do

iVivir a tope!
Discussing healthy lifestyles Antes, ahora, a partir de ahora

Todavía, ya, ya no
Photocard with the teacher with follow up 
questions

iEl deporte nos une!
Talking about international sporting 
events and advantages and 
disadvantages

Extended reasons and balanced 
opinions - pros and cons.

Reading comprehension

End of topic test Revision of all content Revision of all grammar End of module reading
End of module listening


